Quantification of pre-mRNA escape rate and synergy in splicing
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ABSTRACT

Splicing reactions generally combine high speed with accuracy. However, some of the pre-mRNAs escape the nucleus with a retained intron. Intron retention can control gene expression and increase proteome diversity. We calculated the escape rate for the yeast PTC7 intron and pre-mRNA. This prediction was facilitated by the observation that splicing is a linear process and by deriving simple algebraic expressions from a model of co- and post-transcriptional splicing and RNA surveillance that determines the rate of the nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) of the pre-mRNAs with the retained intron. The escape rate was consistent with the observed threshold of splicing rate below which the mature mRNA level declined. When an mRNA contains multiple introns, the outcome of splicing becomes more difficult to predict since not only the escape rate of the pre-mRNA has to be considered, but also the possibility that the splicing of each intron is influenced by the others. We showed that the two adjacent introns in the SUS1 mRNA are spliced cooperatively, but this does not counteract the escape of the partially spliced mRNA. These findings will help to infer promoter activity and to control splicing regulatory networks.

INTRODUCTION

Splicing can control both transcript levels and proteome diversity (1). The understanding and prediction of how splicing affects precursor and mature mRNA levels and how this process can be controlled are major goals of systems biology of gene expression.

Splicing of most introns proceeds with high speed and accuracy (2). However, the splicing efficiency of different mRNAs spans a very broad range (3) and some of the pre-mRNA molecules escape the nucleus without further chance of being spliced. Since a typical intron contains in frame stop codons that will be recognized as premature (premature stop codon, PMS), pre-mRNAs reaching the cytoplasm are recognized by surveillance mechanism, targeting them to nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) to limit their translation (4). Splicing can occur not only post-transcriptionally but also co-transcriptionally while the mRNA is tethered to the DNA, which may reduce the escape rate of the mRNA. Varying contributions of the co- and post-transcriptional stages have been suggested for the completion of splicing (5–9).

When an mRNA contains multiple introns, the outcome of splicing becomes more difficult to predict since the escape of the pre-mRNA can be affected by inhibitory or cooperative interactions between the splicing of introns in the same mRNA molecule.

Simple measures have been playing an important role in various fields of biology and biochemistry since they permit parsimonious model building and consistent comparison of experimental data. For example, the Hill coefficient reflects the cooperative enhancement of binding of multiple ligands to a protein relative to a single ligand, epitomized by the synergistic binding of oxygen to hemoglobin (10).

A simple measure, the mature-to-precursor (M/P) ratio was introduced to estimate the splicing rate in steady-state conditions (11). $M/P = \sigma/\mu$, where $\sigma$ is the splicing rate and $\mu$ is the decay rate of the mature mRNA. Thus, splicing rate is proportional to the measured M/P ratio, also termed splicing efficiency. Since the decay of mRNAs follows typically a simple exponential kinetics (12,13), the splicing rate can be determined from the experimentally measured decay rate and steady-state M/P ratio.

In this study, we aimed at defining measures or simple expressions to quantitate the escape rate of mRNA from splicing, and to assess synergy in splicing of mRNAs with multiple introns. The estimation of escape rate is particularly important for those mRNAs that undergo alternative splicing by intron retention, yielding functionally different proteins.
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For these genes, the rate of splicing relative to the escape will directly affect the ratio of the protein isoforms arising from the precursor and mature mRNAs. For this reason, we have focused on the PTC7 gene, which has a unique intron in the yeast genome since the precursor mRNA lacks PMSs and is not targeted to NMD (14). It is inefficiently spliced and the precursor and mature forms are present at comparable levels, both of them being translated to proteins, which have distinct subcellular localization: the spliced version localizes to mitochondria, while the unspliced to the nuclear envelope (14).

Similar to PTC7, the SUS1 mRNA has an inefficiently spliced intron with a non-consensus sequence. In addition, it contains a second efficiently spliced intron downstream. SUS1 is one of the 10 genes known to contain two introns in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome (15,16). The splicing of the two introns has been thought to be polar. The polar mechanism is thought to arise due to the directional nature of transcription: splicing of an intron can enhance the splicing of a downstream intron (17). The protein translated from the partially spliced SUS1 RNA species, containing the non-consensus intron, has an impact on histone deubiquitylation, indicating that the pre-mRNA escape plays also an important role in controlling a cellular function (15). We focused on SUS1 gene to disentangle the effects of synergistic splicing and escape from splicing.

Since processes and models have been suggested that may result in non-linear splicing efficiency (18), we first confirmed that splicing can be approximated by linear reaction terms. Subsequently, we derived simple algebraic expressions, and relying on these, we show that the M/P ratios of appropriate series of genetic constructs can be utilized to assess whether post-transcriptional splicing is dominant or co- and post-transcriptional splicing occur jointly. The model consistent with the experimental data requires the inclusion of co- and post-transcriptional splicing in addition to the NMD pathway. Subsequently, we proceeded with the central aims of this study: to estimate the escape rate of pre-mRNAs and the degree of synergy in splicing.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Yeast strains and genetic constructs**

For the insertion of introns into GAL1, a pair of restriction sites (ClaI - NheI) were inserted downstream of the 111th base of the GAL1 ORF. These intron-in-GAL1 constructs were integrated into the chromosome of BY4741 WT or upf1 Δ::kanMX strains upon linearization with MfeI (Supplementary Table S1). For titration of expression with estradiol, they were mated with the corresponding MAT alpha strain, containing gal1 Δ::kanMX, MRP7::pRS303 (HIS3) P_{MRP7}GEV (see also Supplementary Information).

To maintain the PTC7 introns in frame with the GAL1 ORF, the introns were flanked by 5‘G and 3‘GA bases, as in the endogenous PTC7 gene. In order to have the slowest and most reliably measurable decay rate, a PMS causing the least decrease in the M/P ratio of the PTC7 RNA was selected.

Promoters of endogenous genes were replaced with a part of the GAL1 promoter using pop-in/pop-out recombination (transplacement). The endogenous promoter sequences of a length indicated in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2, were deleted to keep the 5’UTR region of the endogenous gene intact. The GAL7 terminator preceded the GAL1 promoter to prevent transcriptional interference. When no unique restriction site for linearization was available, an AarI self-eliminating element was inserted. The element consists of two AarI recognition sites flanked by four random bases on each side. Four random bases are inserted between the two recognition sites to make sure both sites can be bound by the restriction enzyme.

For the transplacement, the respective plasmids were transformed into BY4742, containing the MRP7::pRS303 (HIS3) P_{MRP7}GEV (Supplementary Figure S1). To remove the plasmid sequence, the expression of URA3 was counterselected. Briefly, strains were grown overnight in YEP supplemented with adenine sulfate, 2% raffinose, 0.005% glucose and 0.05% galactose. Strains were plated on media with 1 g/l 5-fluoro-orotic acid (FOA), 50 mg/l uracil, 2% raffinose, 0.005% glucose and 0.05% galactose. Transplacements were screened by colony polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

To buffer the adverse effects when the expression of the promoter-replacement construct is low, a centromeric plasmid with the intron-containing gene driven by its natural promoter was transformed into the strains (Supplementary Table S2). The silent mutations to distinguish their RNA were introduced typically 100 bp downstream of the intron. The P_{GAL1}¬SUS1 strains were not supplemented with the centromeric plasmid to allow detection of alternatively spliced isoforms.

**Growth conditions for steady-state and RNA decay measurements**

Cells were grown aerobically at 30°C. The culture medium consisted of minimal drop-out medium to maintain selection of the transformed constructs. The carbon source was provided by 2% raffinose (sterilized by filtration) supplemented with 0.005% glucose. For induction of expression, overnight cultures were re-grown in the same medium and 0.5% galactose or estradiol was added. Induction is rapid with both estradiol (Supplementary Figure S2) and galactose (12); around half of the steady-state expression level is reached within 30 min. For steady-state experiments, cells were harvested 5 h later upon reaching an OD_{600} of 0.5–1 and stored frozen in liquid nitrogen.

For the decay measurement, the overnight cultures were supplemented with 0.5% galactose to induce expression. The cultures were then refreshed in 0.04% galactose. Transcription was shut down by addition of 2% glucose. For most of the genes, the decay rate measured in this way is equal to the ones obtained by shut down with other means, such as by doxycycline (12). The cells were harvested by adding 3 ml of cultures to equal volume of methanol sitting on dry ice as described in (18).

**RNA isolation and reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction**

Quantitation of RNA was performed using reverse transcription with a mixture of random and oligoT primers,
as described previously (12), except that the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) was also used for isolation of total RNA and Cp values (Roche Lightcycler 480 II) were used to calculate expression. Relative expression was calculated with respect to ACT1 total mRNA, unless otherwise specified. Relative expression levels were corrected for differences in amplification efficiency of each pair of PCR primer set, which was determined from the Cp values obtained from a 1:10 dilution series of the cDNA (at maximum induction), up to at least a 1000 times dilution for all intron-in-GAL1 constructs and genes with replaced promoters, except for the double intron genes (Supplementary Tables S3 and S4). To allow for these broad ranges, the dilution series was started from the maximally induced construct.

The precursor mRNA can have very low levels at low estradiol concentrations. To check for non-specific PCR products, we measured the precursor level in the negative control, containing the pGAL1-GAL1 expression cassette without intron. The signal generated by primers in the negative control did not exceed an expression level of 10^{-5} relative to the ACT1 mRNA.

Single-molecule RNA fluorescent in situ hybridization (smFISH)

Overnight culture (SC-URA with 0.5% galactose, 2% raffinose, 0.005% glucose) was refreshed (OD_{600} = 0.2) for 3 h before fixation in 3.7% formaldehyde. Cell preparation and hybridization of the probes were performed as described (19), with the following modifications. Coverslips were polylysine coated (20). Oligonucleotides for the GAL1 sequence were labeled with CAL Fluor Red 610 (Alexa Fluor 594 sequencing, 25 μM, Stellaris). After permeabilization of spheroplasts, the probes were applied to the samples at a dilution of 1:200 overnight at 40°C in a humid chamber. After the hybridization of the probes and washing of the samples, cells were mounted in Prolong® Gold media (Life Technologies) and let cure overnight at room temperature before imaging.

Images were acquired as stacks of optical sections at 0.2 μm intervals using a Deltavision deconvolution microscopy system (Applied Precision) under the following conditions: DAPI, FITC, Alexa 594 channels, 100% ND, bin 1, exposure time 80, 2000, 500 ms, respectively, objective 100×. Three-dimensional stacks of images were deconvolved using the Deltavision deconvolution microscopy system and further filtered (background subtraction, median, convolve) using ImageJ to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of detected spots. Autofluorescence of the cells (FITC) was used to segment the pictures with ImageJ and define cell boundaries.

Using FISH-quant toolbox in Matlab (21), the number of mature mRNAs were scored in segmented cells after the adjustment of the detection threshold. Spots located inside the nucleus (DAPI) and displaying intensity two times higher than the average spot intensity were selected and further quantified as nascent using the point-spread function superposition approach (21). At least 200 cells were quantified for each experiment.

Data analysis

The relative promoter activity was measured by dividing reference RNA levels at a given estradiol concentration by the respective RNA levels determined at the maximal applied estradiol concentration (100 nM). The reference was GAL1 for the promoter-replacement constructs and GAL7 for the intron-in-GAL1 constructs.

For the determination of the range at which splicing efficiency is constant, a Hill function was fitted to the M/P versus promoter activity data using non-linear regression with relative weighting (1/Y^2). The lower limit of constancy was defined to correspond to the k value of the Hill function, which in this context is devoid of any physical meaning typically associated with the Hill function.

Hill = b + \frac{x^n}{k^n + x^n}

For fitting of exponential decay, non-linear regression with relative weighting was used. Different basal expressions were allowed to account for the non-linearity in splicing at low RNA levels. A reference gene (GAL1, GAL7) was used to check the consistency of the decay experiments and the timing of each decay curve was normalized according to the reference gene.

RESULTS

Genetic constructions

In this study, gene expression constructs were created that permit both the measurement of mRNA decay and the assessment of linearity of splicing rates as gene expression is varied. These constructs were placed under the control of the GAL1 promoter and were regulated by the transcription factors Gal4p or GEV, both of which contain the Gal4 DNA-binding domains (see Methods). The endogenous Gal4p mediates the galactose and glucose signal to allow the rapid shut-down of expression and to measure RNA decay (12). GEV was used to adjust the GAL1 promoter activity by varying the concentration of its ligand, estradiol. GEV is a fusion protein of the Gal4p DNA-binding domain, the estradiol receptor and the VP16 activation domain. Thus, it binds to the same promoters as Gal4p. Unlike Gal4p, GEV generates a graded response in wt cells (12,22), which is necessary to assess the constancy of splicing efficiency.

We have designed two classes of intron-containing constructs. In the synthetic constructs, a single intron was inserted into the GAL1 gene, which otherwise lacks introns (Figure 1A). This intron-in-GAL1 series allows the comparison of introns with different splicing rates so that most other parameters (such as production and mRNA decay rates) are expected to be kept constant. In order to study endogenous intron-containing genes of the yeast S. cerevisiae, we replaced their promoters completing two rounds of homologous recombination (Supplementary Figure S1). In this way, the promoter region upstream of the 5'UTR of the endogenous yeast gene was replaced by the region of the GAL1 promoter containing the UAS and the TATA box of the GAL1 promoter (Figure 1B). Since all the residual plasmid sequences were looped out, the endogenous promoter
is replaced precisely at the natural chromosomal location of each gene. These constructs can be directly compared to the endogenous yeast genes driven by their own promoters (Figure 1C).

### Linearity of splicing efficiency

First we aimed at assessing if splicing can be described by linear reaction terms. For this purpose, we measured the ratio of mature to precursor mRNA, the M/P ratio to estimate splicing efficiency as the activity of the GAL1 promoter was varied. We tested both intron-in-GAL1 (with the ribosomal RPS19A introns) constructs and the endogenous PTC7 gene with a replaced promoter. As promoter activity decreased, the M/P ratio was constant for both mRNAs (Figure 1D and E) in steady-state conditions (Supplementary Figure S2, Materials and Methods), suggesting that splicing can be approximated by a linear process over at least two orders of magnitude of mRNA expression levels mRNAs. Below this range, the M/P ratio declined.

The constancy of the M/P ratio permits splicing to be approximated by a first-order chemical reaction. Before proceeding with building models of splicing, we wanted to see if mRNAs exist at all that fail to display a broad range of constant splicing efficiency. We hypothesized that a sign of non-linear splicing activity could be that upon an environmental stimulus, the level of mature mRNA changes more than that of the total or precursor mRNA. Using a database on mRNA responses upon ethanol exposure (23), we identified two genes satisfying the aforementioned criteria—NMD2 and NSP1 (Supplementary Table S5)—and we analyzed them further upon promoter replacement. The M/P ratio of NMD2 was constant for a broad range of expression levels, similar to the previous constructs (Figure 1E). On the other hand, the M/P ratio of NSP1 displayed a continuous downward trend as the GAL1 promoter activity diminished (Figure 1E). The mature mRNA level followed the promoter activity similar to the other constructs, but the precursor level of NSP1 was nearly constant even when the promoter activity was varied over three orders of magnitude (Figure 1E). The declining splicing efficiency cannot be explained by potential adverse effect of an insufficiently expressed gene since a back-up copy of NSP1 was expressed from a centromeric plasmid, which contained silent mutations in order to distinguish its mRNA from the one expressed by the promoter-replacement construct.

When the NSP1 intron was inserted into the GAL1 gene, we observed a constant M/P ratio, suggesting it is not the intron alone that generates the non-linear splicing (Supplementary Figure S3). Interestingly, when the NSP1 gene—including its promoter and transcriptional terminator region—was integrated into the ura3 chromosomal locus, the M/P ratio was substantially lower than that of the endogenous gene, even though its expression did not change, as judged from the mature mRNA levels (Fig-
ure 1F). This finding suggests that the chromosomal context of the gene, including the promoter sequence, plays a role in generating the non-linear response. Having found one gene, NSPI, with variable splicing efficiency, suggests that the constancy of M/P ratios has to be assessed for all genes to be studied.

Importantly, the M/P ratios of all genes with promoter replacement were comparable to that of the respective endogenous genes, even in the case of NSPI when the GAL1 promoter activity was high (Figure 1 E and F). In the subsequent experiments, we measure steady-state M/P ratios at maximum expression levels and fit mRNA decay rates from an RNA concentration range of two orders magnitude, which coincides with the range of constant splicing efficiency.

The M/P ratio can be used to distinguish models of splicing and surveillance mechanisms

Using linear reaction terms, we constructed two models to account for the escape of precursor from splicing and its cytoplasmic decay by the NMD pathway. We compared these with the existing nuclear surveillance model (Figure 2A) (11). In the simpler model, the precursor is competed for by the splicing (σ) and escape reactions (ε) (Figure 2B). In the extended model, two stages of splicing are separated so that splicing can occur co- and post-transcriptionally. The nascent precursor cannot evade splicing by escape to the cytoplasm since the nascent RNA is tethered to the DNA (Figure 2C). Only the precursor that underwent transcriptional termination can evade splicing.

In these models, the same precursor mRNA species can have multiple localizations, each of which is defined by a specific set of processes/reactions. The number of these precursor subsets is different in each model. It is one in the nuclear surveillance model (P). It is two when the surveillance mechanism is represented by NMD (P_D, P_R), and the number increases to three (P_D, P_R and P_N), when co- and post-transcriptional stages of splicing are treated separately. Henceforth, we shall refer to the three models as the one-, two- and three-precursor models.

Next, we wanted to see which of the three models describes most accurately the experimental data and what types of measurements are the most informative to distinguish the model predictions. All three models predict—nearly indistinguishably—that the mature mRNA level declines when the splicing rate is reduced (Figure 3A). On the other hand, the three models can be distinguished by focusing on the precursor so that we compare the M/P ratios measured in wild-type cells, M/P(WT), to that in cells in which one of the components of NMD is mutated, M/P(NoSurv). We assume that the decay rate of the precursor mRNA in NMD mutant cells equals the decay rate of the mature mRNA.

For the two-precursor model, we obtained the following ratio:

$$\frac{M/P(WT)}{M/P(NoSurv)} = \frac{\mu_M + \varepsilon}{\mu_M + \varepsilon} > 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

On the other hand, the three-precursor model yields a M/P (wt)/M/P (NoSurv) ratio that is dependent on the post-transcriptional splicing rate:

$$\frac{M/P(WT)}{M/P(NoSurv)} = \frac{\mu_M + \varepsilon}{\mu_M + \varepsilon} > 1$$

where $f(\varepsilon', k, \sigma) = \frac{\mu_M + \varepsilon}{\mu_M + \varepsilon + k}$ (2)

From the above algebraic expressions, robust predictions can be made that are independent of the particular parameter values. The above ratio is always one for the nuclear surveillance model (Figure 3B, Equation (S2) in the Supplementary Information). It is always larger than one for the two-precursor model (Equation (1)). For the three-precursor model, the lumped escape rate $f(\varepsilon', k, \sigma)$ approaches zero in the limit of large splicing rates, which makes the above ratio equal to one (Equation (2)). This leads to the downward trend of the M/P (wt)/M/P (NoSurv) ratio as the splicing efficiency increases (Figure 3B).

These predictions can be examined with constructs containing introns with different splicing efficiencies. We studied a series of introns-in-GAL1 constructs by varying splicing efficiencies. Two introns from the yeast Kluyveromyces lactis were also included, which are highly similar to those of S. cerevisiae (24), in order to assess evolutionary conservation. All these constructs encoded precursor mRNAs with PMSs in the intron.

The decay rate of the mature GAL1 RNA was not affected appreciably by the intron of highest (NMD2) or lowest (RPS11B) splicing efficiency (Figure 3C). This permits the consistent comparison of various intron-in-GAL1 constructs.

Then we compared the predictions with the experimental results. We obtained a series of constructs spanning M/P ratios of three orders of magnitude. The M/P ratios were measured in wt cells and in cells where the evolutionary conserved UPF1 gene, which mediates NMD, has been deleted. Deletion of UPF1 does not have significant adverse effects in yeast in laboratory growth conditions (4,25). The M/P(wt):M/P(upf1Δ) ratio was typically higher for introns with inefficient splicing (low M/P ratio). The three precursor-model captured clearly this downward trend as the splicing rate increased (Figure 3D, gray lines), unlike the two-precursor model (Figure 3D, orange lines). Scatter of data around the prediction may indicate variations in other parameters.

While even the single precursor model captures the behavior of efficiently spliced introns, the model with NMD and separated stages of co- and post-transcriptional splicing captures the complete trend including introns with weak splicing efficiency.

Estimation of escape rate

We proceeded with the three-precursor model to estimate the rate of pre-mRNA escape from splicing. The M/P ratio derived from the three-precursor model includes the lumped escape rate: $f(\varepsilon', k, \sigma)$

$$\frac{M/P}{M/P} = \frac{M/P}{M/P} = \frac{\mu_M + \varepsilon}{\mu_M + \varepsilon + k} > 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Thus, in addition to the M/P ratio all other parameters in the equation have to be measured to calculate the...
Figure 2. Models of splicing and RNA surveillance mechanisms. (A) In the single-precursor model, a nuclear surveillance mechanism degrades the unspliced RNA ($\mu_P$). (B) In the two-precursor model, $P_D$ is the precursor that has dissociated from the DNA and can be either spliced ($\sigma$) or exported without being spliced ($\epsilon$), resulting in a precursor with retained intron, $P_R$. $P_R$ is subject to fast degradation by NMD in the cytoplasm ($\mu_{PR}$). (C) The nascent precursor, $P_N$, can be spliced co-transcriptionally or is converted to $P_D$ upon transcriptional termination (where $k$ is a lumped parameter for elongation and termination). The rest of the reactions are identical to that in the two-precursor model, except that the escape rate of the three-precursor model ($\epsilon'$) will have different fitted values than $\epsilon$.

Figure 3. Distinction of models based on their predictions. (A-B) The response of mature mRNA in function of the splicing rate fails to distinguish the models, whereas the $M/P(wt)/M/P(NoSurv)$ ratio allows clear cut between models. The mature mRNA (A) and the $M/P(wt)/M/P(NoSurv)$ ratio (B) was calculated as the splicing rate was varied. In addition to $p = 10$ molecule $^{-1} \text{min}^{-1}$, the following rates (min$^{-1}$) were kept constant for the calculations: $\mu_M = 0.25$, $\epsilon = 0.6$, $\epsilon' = 2$ and $k = 1$, $\mu_P = 0.8$ min$^{-1}$; for the three-precursor model: $\sigma_N = \sigma_D = \sigma$. The precursor decay and escape rates were given values so that decline of the mature mRNA occurs approximately at the same $M/P$ ratios. (C) Insertion of exogenous introns into GAL1 has no impact on the mature decay kinetics. Decay of the GAL1 RNAs without intron and the NMD2 and RPS11B introns. The following half-lives were fitted for the precursor and mature mRNAs: NMD2 (0.97 and 4.4 min), RPS11B (1.15 and 3.4 min), no intron (4.4 min). (D) Experimental verification of model prediction. The introns of the S. cerevisiae RPS11B, PTC7, HNT2, RPS19A, NSP1, NMD2 (empty circles, in the order of increasing $M/P$ ratios) and Kluyveromyces lactis KIRPS11, KIHNT2 (empty diamonds) genes were inserted into GAL1. The PTC7 intron in this out-of-frame construct has a lower $M/P$ in comparison with the in-frame construct. Error bars represent standard deviations ($n = 3$; using RNA samples isolated from cells grown on different days). The $M/P$ ratios of the same constructs were measured in wt and upf1$\Delta$ cells. For the solution of the two- and three-precursor models (orange and gray lines), $\epsilon = 0.4$ and $\epsilon' = 1.48$ were used; $\mu_{PR} = \mu_M$ when surveillance is absent. To account for the variations of precursor degradation rates in wt cells, predictions with $\mu_P = 0.9$ (full lines) and 2 min$^{-1}$ (dotted lines) are shown. upf1$\Delta$ has a non-specific effect on PTC7 expression, $M/P(wt)/M/P(upf1\Delta) = 1.53$. Therefore, the predictions were multiplied with this value.
lumped escape rate. The decay rate of the mature and precursor RNAs can be accurately measured by promoter replacement constructs (13). If two unknowns (splicing and escape rate) remain in the equation, two measurements have to be performed so that the two unknowns can be calculated from two equations (two sets of Equation (3)). Therefore, we opted to measure \( M/P \) ratios of two constructs containing two forms of an intron differing only in the precursor decay rate (Figure 4A). For this purpose, the PTC7 intron is ideal since it does not contain PMSs. To obtain a counterpart with faster precursor decay, mutations resulting in PMS were generated with precursor half-life that enabled estimation of the escape rate (see Materials and Methods). The PTC7 intron was inserted in frame in the GAL1 gene. The half-lives of the precursor and mature mRNAs were equal (Figure 4B). On the other hand, introduction of a PMS in the PTC7 intron reduced the half-life of the precursor around four times without affecting the half-life of the mature mRNA (Figure 4B). Concomitantly, the mean \( M/P \) ratio doubled to 2.8. Thus, upon obtaining the two \( M/P \) ratios and two half-lives, the two equations with two unknowns yield a root of \( f(e', k, \sigma) = 0.40 \pm 0.11 \text{ min}^{-1} \) [mean ± standard deviation (SD)].

The escape rate may be influenced by both the PTC7 intron and GAL1 exon. In order to obtain specific data for the endogenous PTC7 mRNA, the same procedure (Figure 4A) was repeated with the PTC7 gene with the replaced promoter (Figure 4C), yielding a lumped escape rate of \( 0.75 \pm 0.44 \text{ min}^{-1} \). Thus, the full PTC7 mRNA and its intron-in-GAL1 counterpart have similar escape rates.

The advantage of using steady-state \( M/P \) ratios as inputs to the equations is that the ratio reflects splicing rates more directly than time-course measurements (Supplementary Figures S4 and S5. Supplementary Information: simulated time-course measurements). The solution of the model with the above value of the escape rate is in good agreement with the time-course measurement (Supplementary Figure S6, Supplementary data).

The lumped escape rate, \( f(e', k, \sigma) \), includes the transcriptional termination rate \( k \), which determines the ratio of cotranscriptional and post-transcriptional forms of precursor RNA. Thus, \( k \) has to be measured to obtain the specific value for the specific escape rate of the precursor mRNA, \( \epsilon' \). We have estimated this parameter by performing single-molecule RNA FISH (smFISH). In addition to measuring the total RNA count, we quantified the intensity of the active site of transcription, which reflects the production and termination rate of the transcript (26,27) (Figure 5A). The effective elongation and termination rate was estimated to be \( k = 0.99 \pm 0.39 \text{ min}^{-1} \). The smFISH result also confirmed that the insertion of intron into GAL1 has no major impact on the production rate and the mean value decreased slightly with a concomitant increase in noise (Figure 5B). This is consistent with the observation that splicing operates at minimal noise level, especially at high expression levels (28,29).

Having obtained the value for \( k \), the specific escape rate can be expressed: \( \epsilon' = 1.48 \text{ min}^{-1} \). This value is in good agreement with mRNA export rates (see Discussion).

Estimated escape rate predicts the splicing rate below which mature mRNA levels decline

While all models predict that the mature mRNA declines at lower splicing rates, it is unclear what the threshold value is for the splicing rate below which the mature mRNA levels start to decline. When the splicing rate of an intron drops below that of the estimated lumped escape rate \( (f(e', k, \sigma) = 0.40 \text{ min}^{-1}) \), (Figure 4D, blue dashed line), the level of mature mRNA is expected to decline in a linear fashion. Therefore, we examined the mature mRNA levels of the above intron-in-GAL1 constructs. The mature mRNA levels started to decline when the splicing rate dropped below the threshold value corresponding to the previous estimate of the escape rate (Figure 4D).

This confirms the utility of using \( M/P \) ratios and decay rates to predict escape rate, especially in the light of the fact that the escape rate was predicted in a set of experiments in which the mature mRNA level was not varied (Figure 4A), and yet it correctly predicted the threshold splicing rate below which the mature mRNA declines linearly (Figure 4D). Since these results rely on various introns, we can conclude that the escape rate is conserved for pre-mRNAs with different introns, or at least that the escape rate variations of these constructs are restricted to a relatively narrow range.

Synergy in the splicing of multi-intronic mRNAs

When an RNA molecule contains multiple introns, each intron can be spliced at a rate which is either independent of or influenced by the other introns, for example by cooperative interaction.

The simplest model assumes independent splicing of each intron (Figure 6A, left panel). First, we again examined the mature mRNA levels as splicing rate is decreased, in the context of the three-precursor model. When an mRNA contains a weak intron and the splicing rate of the second intron is varied (Figure 6B, black dashed line), the decline of mature mRNA has characteristics similar to that of an mRNA with a single intron (Figure 6B, green line). However, when the splicing rate of both introns is varied, the mature mRNA declines more precipitously, imitating a cooperative process. Expressed more quantitatively, the logarithmic derivative of the mature mRNA response approaches two as the splicing rate is reduced (Figure 6B, black full line). A logarithmic derivative with a value higher than one can be a sign of cooperative processes (30–33). However, several processes are known to imitate cooperative processes, such as signaling cascades (30–33). In the case of splicing, the high logarithmic derivative of the response is due to the multiplicative influence of the escape rate and so it only imitates a cooperative process—given no cooperative interaction is defined in the model. Thus, the mature mRNA response alone is not sufficient for the identification of informative relations, similar to the earlier model selection (Figures 2 and 3). Therefore, we sought to define new relations that incorporate precursor levels in order to detect synergy in splicing.

We focused on three simple models of splicing of two closely spaced introns to identify distinctive effects of cooperative splicing (Figure 6A). In the independent (non-cooperative) splicing model, the splicing rate of an intron
Figure 4. Estimation of escape rate from splicing and prediction of how it affects mature mRNA levels. (A) Flow chart for the determination and verification of the escape rate. (B) Measurement of half-life of precursor and mature mRNA by non-linear regression. The intron-in-GAL1 constructs contain the wt PTC7 intron (left panel) and the PTC7 intron with PMS (right panel). The decay rates of the WT and PMS precursors are 0.24 and 0.9 min\(^{-1}\), respectively. The respective rates for the mature mRNAs are 0.19 and 0.16 min\(^{-1}\) (raw mRNA data). (C) Decay rates of the PTC7 precursor and mature mRNA measured with the promoter replacement construct. The introns are identical to that in the intron-in-GAL1 construct. Error bars represent standard errors of parameter estimates. (D) Comparison of predictions with experiments. The model predicts that mature mRNA levels decline linearly when splicing rate is less than the lumped escape rate. This threshold value corresponds to an M/P ratio of 0.62 in upf1\(\Delta\) cells (blue dashed line). For the solution of the three-precursor model, the splicing rate \(\sigma = \sigma_N = \sigma_D\) was varied, as expressed in Equations (S10) and (S11). The prediction is based on \(k = 0.99\) min\(^{-1}\), \(\mu_M = 0.24\) min\(^{-1}\) and \(c' = 1.48 \pm 0.78\) [full (mean) and dotted gray lines (SD)]. The data were obtained from the same experiment as in Figure 3D. The mature RNA was normalized to GAL2, and the corresponding proportionality constant was used to adjust the mature RNA levels from the model.

is independent of the presence of another intron. In the cooperative model, the splicing of an intron is enhanced by the presence of an adjacent intron, by a factor \(c\). In the consecutive enhancement model, the splicing of an intron is enhanced only when the splicing of the adjacent intron had been completed.

In these models, the enhancement of splicing can be distinguished by comparing the precursor RNA containing two introns: P(2), and partially spliced RNA species. The splicing of P(2) yields partially spliced RNAs, \(P_1M_2\) or \(M_1P_2\), in which only one of the two introns has been spliced (Figure 6A). When the two introns are spliced at equal rates, 

all three models show that the levels of \(P_1M_2\) and \(M_1P_2\) are equal (Figure 6C, upper panel). In the independent splicing model, the levels of P(2) and partially spliced RNAs are approximately equal. On the other hand, \(P_1M_2\) or \(M_1P_2\) have higher levels than the precursor in the cooperative model. The opposite is seen in the consecutive enhancement model.

To express the above relations in quantitative terms, we introduced the interintron splicing enhancement factor, ISEF, which is calculated by dividing the geometric mean...
of the partially spliced precursors by $P(2)$:

$$ISEF = \sqrt{\frac{M_1P_2 \times P_1M_2}{P(2)}}$$

In the non-cooperative model, $ISEF$ has a value close to one since the above geometric mean is nearly identical to $P(2)$. The small deviation from one is due to the escape of the partially spliced mRNAs (see Supplementary information). When splicing is cooperative, $ISEF$ is approximately equal to the factor $c$ (see Supplementary information, Equation (S12)). Conversely, $ISEF$ is approximately equal to the reciprocal of $c$ in the consecutive enhancement model and consequently less than one (given $c > 1$). Thus, the $ISEF$ value is characteristic for each scenario of splicing of multi-intronic mRNA.

The utility of the $ISEF$ becomes more evident when the splicing rates of the two introns are not equal and the two partially spliced mRNAs have different levels. Their geometric mean takes the same position relative to $P(2)$ as in the case of introns with equal splicing rates (Figure 6C, lower panel). This can be easily explained by taking the example of the independent splicing model. When the splicing rate of the 1st intron is decreased and that of the second intron is increased by the same factor, the level of $M_1P_2$ drops below the level of $P(2)$. The level $P_1M_2$ is also shifted by the same factor, but in the opposite direction. In this way, their geometric mean remains close to the $P(2)$ level. Indeed, the respective $ISEF$ values are approximately equal to the $ISEF$ values calculated for the introns with equal splicing rates (Figure 6C).

Next, we quantified the $ISEF$ values of endogenous genes with two introns. We were able to analyze three of the 10 genes that have two introns in the yeast genome: $SUS1$, $YOS1$ and $VMA9$. All three genes have a length of around 0.5 kb and two short introns (<100 bp) interrupt the exons; this architecture enables the measurement of all RNA species by real-time PCR. The values of $P_1M_2$ and $M_1P_2$ were comparable for $VMA9$, while unequal levels of $P_1M_2$ and $M_1P_2$
and M1P2 indicate different splicing rates for the introns within SUS1 and YOS1.

All ISEF values were clearly larger than one in upf1Δ cells: 5.0 for SUS1, 3.7 for VMA9 and 2.4 for YOS1 (Figure 6D), suggesting the presence of cooperative splicing of the two introns in all three mRNAs.

Next, we wanted to see whether the cooperative interaction requires the presence of a complete intron or complete splicing event. Each intron is defined by a 5′ and 3′ splice site (SS) and a branch point between them. To test if the binding of 5′SS splicing factors is sufficient to enhance the splicing rate, we placed three repeats of 5′ splice sites downstream of the weak SUS1 intron inserted in GALI mRNA. The splicing efficiency of these intron-[5′SS]3-in-GALI construct was compared to that of the intron-[5′mutSS]3-in-GALI constructs, in which the consensus splice site sequence was mutated (see Supplementary information). There was no significant difference in the respective M/P ratios. Similarly, when introns with higher splicing efficiency were analyzed (NSP1, NMD2), the M/P ratios were similar (Figure 6E). This indicates that the splicing of introns is not significantly affected by the downstream 5′ splice sites, neither by cooperative effect nor by depletion. The M/P ratios of the introns are comparable to their endogenous counterparts (Figures 1F and 6E and next paragraph for SUS1), revealing that the relative efficiency of introns is preserved in GALI mRNA.

Reconstruction of cooperative splicing in SUS1
We further analyzed the SUS1 mRNA since it has the highest ISEF value. We applied the following strategy to reconstruct how the cooperative interaction affects the individual splicing events. In the first stage, we assessed whether the splicing rates are linearly dependent on the RNA concentrations and measured the half-lives of the mRNA species. In the second stage, we constructed two single intron derivatives of the SUS1 gene to calculate the splicing rates of individual introns. Then using all these data we compared the predictions of models assuming either no synergy or different cooperative interactions.

First, we analyzed the SUS1 gene with promoter replacement by varying the GALI promoter activity with estradiol. The levels of mature mRNA to the precursor and partially spliced RNAs changed in a linear fashion with the promoter activity over a broad range of mRNA concentrations (Figure 7A).

The decay of all RNA species follows an exponential kinetics (Supplementary Figure S7). Prior studies indicate that the more 5′ the PMS positioned, the faster the mRNA decay by NMD (34,35). Thus, the mRNAs that contain the first intron—P(2) and P1M2—are expected to be more sensitive to NMD. Indeed, upon deletion of UPFI1, their half-lives increase the most (Figure 7B). The half-lives of the precursor and mature RNAs are larger and confined into a narrower range in upf1Δ than in wt cells (Figure 7B). Thus, the splicing rates of the individual introns can be more faithfully estimated by M/P ratios in upf1Δ cells, and subsequent measurements were performed in upf1Δ cells, as well.

In the second stage, we constructed two genes with promoter replacement in which either the first or the second intron was deleted (Figure 7C, Supplementary Figure S8). In this way, splicing rate of each intron can be assessed independently of others. We obtained M/P ratios of 1 and 24 for the first and second introns, respectively, confirming that the 1st intron is inefficiently spliced and the 2nd intron is spliced efficiently (15). The relative values of the mRNA species expressed from the SUS1 promoter replacement constructs are very similar to the ones expressed from the endogenous gene (Figures 6D and 7D).

Since the SUS1 splicing can also be approximated by linear reaction rates (Figure 7A), we used linear models to make predictions, incorporating the splicing and decay rates obtained from the above SUS1 constructs. For the escape rate, the estimate obtained in the previous section was used.

As already indicated, the ISEF value of 5 suggests that a cooperative model is required to explain splicing of SUS1. Indeed, the cooperative model with c = 2 predicts the level of precursor, P(2) correctly (Figure 7D, prediction with cooperative splicing compared to measured value of WT RNA) unlike the independent splicing model. The level of M1P2 is, however, clearly underestimated. This asymmetric behavior of one of the intermediates suggests a directional effect. Since the above model assumes that the two introns are very closely spaced, we included an additional step in the model to account for the time it takes for the second intron to be transcribed (see Supplementary information). During this time only the first intron can be spliced. Consequently, the levels of the splicing intermediates got predicted correctly (Figure 7D). Importantly, the synergy itself does not counteract intron retention by the P1M2, which results in having levels comparable to that of the mature mRNA. This step-wise reconstruction shows that the cooperative model can be refined upon the measurement of the mature mRNA. While the synergy enhances the splicing of the first non-consensus intron from the precursor P(2), the splicing of the same intron is not enhanced from the P1M2 species. Consequently, the escape of this species is expected to result in a 1.28-fold reduction of the mature mRNA (Figure 7D). This implies that deletion of the inefficiently spliced intron would enhance the mature mRNA levels. We compared the mature level of wild-type SUS1 and that of a SUS1 in which the 1st intron is deleted. Indeed, we observed a 1.26 ± 0.30 and 1.38 ± 0.27-fold increase (n = 4) in mature RNA levels upon the removal of the 1st intron in upf1Δ and WT cells, respectively, in good agreement with the prediction.

DISCUSSION
Constancy of splicing efficiency and its promoter dependence
The constancy of splicing efficiency with respect to RNA concentration facilitates and supports model building (18,36). Conversely, non-linear splicing rates may play a role in creating complex regulatory responses. We found that splicing can be approximated by a first-order reaction over a broad range of expression levels for most of the examined constructs in our study, including PTC7 and SUS1. Low splicing efficiency or mis-splicing is restricted to low expression levels. The decrease of the M/P ratio at very low expression levels can have at least two causes. At low expression level, the presence of non-coding, partial or over-
Figure 7. Reconstruction of synergy in the splicing steps of the SUS1 mRNA. (A) The proportions of the SUS1 mature and precursor mRNAs remain constant as the GAL1 promoter activity is varied with estradiol in wt cells. (B) Half-life of the SUS1 mRNAs in wt and upf1Δ cells. Error bars represent standard errors of parameter estimates. (C) The procedure for reconstruction of the splicing rates of mRNAs with two introns. First, the M/P ratios of mRNAs are measured in which either the 1st (I1Δ) or the 2nd (I2Δ) intron is deleted. P(1) and M(1) stand for the precursor and mature mRNAs expressed from the genes with a single intron. (D) The filled symbols stand for measurements in upf1Δ cells (mean and SD; n = 4) and the empty ones for predictions/reconstruction. The colors represent RNA species as indicated in (C). The following values were taken for the parameters from the previous measurements: p = 1.17 molecule⁻¹ min⁻¹, ε′ = 1.48 and k = 0.99 min⁻¹. The half-life of the mature mRNA is 2.17 min, and for the half-lives of the precursor and partially spliced mRNAs 3 min was taken since they have similar values (B). From the M/P ratios of the I1Δ and I2Δ constructs, the following splicing rates were obtained: σ₁ = 0.95 min⁻¹ for the 1st intron and σ₂ = 11.3 min⁻¹ for the 2nd intron. These values were fed in to the reconstruction, for which only the values for the enhancement factor, c were allowed to vary.

Lapping transcripts can represent a significant portion of RNAs. For example, the ACT1 intron can initiate a non-coding transcript into the 3' direction at low expression levels (37). Another possible source of non-linearity would be inherent to the splicing mechanism itself. For example, a positive feedback has been suggested to occur during the second step of the splicing (18). Positive feedback may in principle result in a precipitous decline in splicing efficiency at low concentrations of RNA (e.g. (12)). Our experiments do not distinguish the two mechanisms.

Our targeted search for genes with non-linear splicing retrieved the NSP1 and NMD2 genes. This strategy may be generally applicable to identify genes with non-linear splicing. The intron of NSP1 is not responsible for the non-linear behavior, but rather the chromosomal sequence-context of the NSP1 gene. What could be the benefit of non-linear splicing? It is possible that the non-linear splicing itself contributes shaping the response generated by the environmental signal, such as ethanol (23). Since splicing and transcription can be regulated by shared factors (38), non-linearity in splicing may amplify transcriptional responses. The other retrieved gene, NMD2 did not display non-linear M/P ratios, but it is possible that a non-linear response in splicing rates or precursor level may arise only in specific environmental conditions. Interestingly, a feedback regulation has been identified in the NMD pathway in mammalian cells (39). In the cells we constructed, a possible feedback was prevented by expressing an extra copy of NMD2 with silent
mutations in order to focus on the non-linearity in the splicing rate.

The linearity of splicing rates is important also for reporting gene activities. Because of their fast decay rates, precursor mRNAs have been often used as a proxy to detect temporal variations in promoter activity (40–42). Our results suggest that these measurements are indeed generally suitable to report promoter activities, but linearity of splicing rate has to be confirmed for each intron containing reporter.

A model incorporating co- and post-transcriptional splicing and RNA surveillance by NMD reproduces trends in M/P ratios

From mathematical models of splicing and RNA surveillance, we derived simple algebraic expressions, which predict trends robustly, independent of specific parameter values. In particular, it was possible to answer the question whether splicing occurs in one stage or separated into post- and/or co-transcriptional stages solely based on M/P ratios in a series of genetic constructs (Figure 3B and D). The model including post- and co-transcriptional stage splicing and NMD was required to explain the trend in the M/P ratios across the entire range of splicing efficiencies (Figure 3D). This trend is in agreement with previous genome-wide study showing that the increase in precursor mRNA levels in upf1Δ cells is more pronounced for those introns that have a reduced splicing rate (4).

Furthermore, our results (Figure 3B and D) suggest that the studies addressing the question whether splicing of different mRNAs is more transcriptional or post-transcriptional should be performed also in upf1Δ cells, which can help in drawing quantitative conclusions.

Estimation of the escape rate

Knowing the escape rate is particularly important when both the unspliced and spliced forms of the mRNAs are translated and the respective proteins influence a cellular function, epitomized by PTC7 and SUS1. In this case, the ratio of escape and splicing rates define the proportions of two protein isoforms. Introns in regulatory genes, especially those involved in controlling gene expression typically have weak introns whose retention plays an active role in the regulation of relevant cellular processes (15,16,43).

In addition to adjust the ratio of protein isoforms, the major biological function of the splicing rate is to control mature mRNA levels. Therefore, it is of central importance to estimate the escape rate. The escape rate we estimated was in accordance with the splicing rate below which mature mRNA levels declined for GAL1 (Figure 4D) and also for SUS1 (Figure 7D). Reducing splicing rates may act as means to regulate gene expression, by diverting pre-mRNAs to NMD instead of splicing them into mature mRNA. It has been observed that in several developmental programs, including meiosis and granulocyte differentiation, the splicing rate reduces globally or for a group of mRNAs by changing the concentration of splicing factors, with consequent changes in protein levels (38,44). In this way, escape of pre-mRNAs and the concomitant NMD serves as an inherent control mechanism and not just as surveillance mechanism to limit the accumulation of aberrant proteins. Similar global mechanism may affect the escape rate. Our approach (Figure 4A) is expected to facilitate the detection of such changes.

The precursor mRNA is a single entity in terms of sequence, but can participate in different reactions as it proceeds from being synthesized to being exported; thus, the precursor carries information on both splicing, evasion and NMD. Therefore, measuring decay rates and steady-state M/P ratios provides sufficient information to calculate the escape rate with the help of simple algebraic expressions.

The estimated escape rate (ε = 1.48 min⁻¹) corresponds to an average period of 28 s for a pre-mRNA to be exported from the nucleus after the termination of transcription. Most of the time is required for the mRNA to encounter the nuclear pore complex (NPC) in the nucleus; the translocation across the NPC is fast (45–47). While no direct measurements have been available even with the most advanced microscopic technology, it has been estimated that the complete period of mRNA export relying on Brownian motion occurs in the range of seconds in lower eukaryotes, such as yeast, and in the order of minutes in higher eukaryotes (45).

The escape rate calculated in our work is specifically the export rate of pre-mRNAs. Components have been identified that can lower the export rate of pre-mRNAs to promote the nuclear retention as an effort to give a last chance for splicing (48,49). Even if we take this nuclear retention into account, assuming it reduces the export of pre-mRNAs two to five times (49), it would give a half-time for the export rate (without retention) of around 6–14 s, which agrees well with the suggested range of values (45).

The value of the escape rate also reveals the limitations of time-course experiments to infer splicing rates in yeast. Splicing rates are typically at least 10 times higher than decay rates, given most M/P ratios are higher than 10 (3) (see also Supplementary information, Supplementary Table S6). In this range of rates, the transient response that reflects splicing is small and is restricted to less than a minute (Supplementary Figure S4), which would be masked by the kinetics of the induction/de-induction process (Supplementary Figure S2). Moreover, if splicing is slow and its rate drops below the escape rate, most of the pre-mRNAs will escape with a retained intron, whose level will be largely determined by the NMD, masking the effect of variations in splicing rates (Supplementary Figure S5). Thus, it is the steady-state M/P ratio that can provide a faithful measure of splicing rate. These constraints highlight the benefit of our approach (Figure 4A), relying on steady-state M/P ratios and decay rates obtained from time-course measurements. It is not clear if the same constraints apply to mammalian cells, where splicing rates are typically slower. Furthermore, genes are considerably longer than in yeast and the longer periods of transcription allow splicing to be studied without interference from the precursor escape and subsequent NMD (50).

The escape rate is relevant for biotechnological engineering since gene expression can be regulated by introduction of aptamers in introns in mRNAs (51). In an optimal scenario, the aptamer in the intron would not change the mature mRNA level in the absence of ligand and the mature mRNA would linearly decline upon addition of increasing
concentration of the ligand. For this purpose, the splicing rate of an ideal intron should be just above the escape rate, which will minimally affect mature mRNA levels in the absence of ligand, but still ensures responsiveness to the ligand. The insertion of two introns with aptamers can successfully extend the range of mature mRNAs reduction (51), possibly by the multiplicative effect of escape rates (see below).

Synergy in splicing of multi-intronic mRNA

No measure has been available—to our knowledge—to quantify synergistic effects in splicing. The ISEF as defined in this study can be easily calculated from the precursor and partially spliced mRNAs. The larger than one ISEF values of all of the examined two-intron genes (SUS1, VMA9, YOS1) suggest they are subject to independent or cooperative splicing (Figure 6C and D). While the ISEF values provide a rapid assessment, the actual splicing rates have to be reconstructed from the set of intron deletion constructs. This approach revealed that both introns profit from a 2-fold enhancement of splicing rate, rather than only the second intron mediated by the polar effect, as hypothesized earlier based on measuring the decline of the mature mRNA levels (15). The mature RNA level in the construct with deletion of the first intron is higher simply because the escape of the partially spliced mRNA is reduced (Figures 7D and 8). This synergy does not depend on the RNA concentration since the precursor and different splicing intermediates change proportionally as the promoter activity is varied (Figure 7A).

It remains to be determined which factors mediate the synergy. Cooperative splicing may arise due to the interaction of identical or different components. An example for the former would be the interaction of splicing factors bound to the different introns. In vitro evidence suggests that such interaction can occur since native spliceosomes assemble with introns in the pre-mRNA to form superspliceosomes (52). Our results indicate that more than the 5’splice site sequence is required to see synergistic effects. An example for the interaction of different protein is the family of hnRNP proteins: some combinations of hnRNP proteins exhibit significant synergy, whereas others act antagonistically during alternative splicing (53,54). In principle, cooperative effect can also arise if transcriptional elongation is coupled to splicing. In this case, the upstream intron has more time to complete splicing, which would result in asymmetric enhancement of splicing rates (8).

Interestingly, multiple introns can have a very strong effect on mature mRNA even without cooperative splicing (Figure 6B). Thus, simple intuitive reasoning may not suffice to disentangle the effects of escape rate of mRNAs with multiple introns from the actual cooperative interactions between the introns. Answering the question whether splicing of multiple introns is cooperative requires systematic model comparison.
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